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INTRODUCTION

There are two types of error in interlanguage phonology (Major’s Ontogeny Model, 1987):

- Transfer errors
- Developmental errors

AIM

To examine how learners manipulate pitch to realise Japanese accent on compound loanwords in perception and production

BACKGROUND

Loanword accent

About 30% of English loanwords in Japanese differ in accent locus from the corresponding original English words (Shibata, 1994; Kubozono, 2006).

Pitch contours of compound nouns

Japanese

English

aisukuri’imu

ice crèam
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PERCEPTION

Identification task

16 L1 English learners of Japanese looked at 16 pictures and heard three stimuli corresponding to each picture. The stimuli were compound loanwords whose accent was assigned to different positions of each word. The learners were asked to indicate which of three was the most appropriate as a Japanese accent.

Results

The stimuli which have an accent on the first element of compounds attracted 2nd year students.

The longer the learners study, the fewer transfer errors they make.

PRODUCTION

Picture naming task

The learners looked at the same pictures as were used in the identification task and named each picture.

Results

Regardless of the length of study, L1 transfer can hardly be observed in production.

DISCUSSION

1. The learners who have more exposure to L2 become able to perceive pitch accent more accurately.
2. Many learners tend to produce compound loanwords without a pitch accent.

Although they become aware of the differences between loanwords and the original English words, it appears difficult for the learners to produce the loanwords with accurate accent.